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Colby, Alfond partner to invest $20M in Waterville
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Rendering of Colby’s future plans for downtown Waterville

By Kiernan Somers
Co-Editor in Chief
and

Will Walkey

Local News Editor
Waterville is in the midst of a
renaissance. Millions of dollars are
pouring into the ghost of a once
thriving industrial community
with the hopes of stimulating its
ailing economy.
“In two years, it’s going to be
a different street,” said Brian
Clark, Vice President of Planning
for the College.
At the annual Harvest at the
Square Festival last week in Cas-

tonguay Square in downtown Waterville, Chairman of the Harold
Alfond Foundation Gregory W.
Powell and Colby President David
A. Greene announced that the two
organizations will be establishing a
$20 million fund for the revitalization of downtown Waterville. The
College will put up $10 million and
The Alfond Foundation will match
it.
The Harold Alfond Foundation
was established in 1950 and invests
in projects in central Maine. The
Foundation has a long tradition in
Waterville having established the
Alfond Youth Center and providing
grants to Thomas College, Colby,
and various other organizations

such as Waterville Creates! At the
end of 2015, The Harold Alfond
Foundation’s endowment was approximately $735 million. Colby’s
endowment in 2015 was valued at
$760 million.
In the Harold Alfond Foundation 2015 Grant Report, the
foundation outlined its desire
to continue supporting the College’s investments in downtown
Waterville, stating, “We are funding Colby on its community revitalization efforts taking place
off the campus. The Foundation
shares Colby’s interest in helping
to revitalize Waterville’s downtown, and our efforts toward this
end are multi-faceted...”

According to the same letter,
the Foundation has supported
Colby in the hiring of redevelopment experts and the acquisition
of properties on Main Street.
The letter stated, “we hope to
inject new energy and economic
activity into Waterville, creating
positive ripple effects for all.”
The report continued, alluding
to the recent announcement of
Alfond’s partnering with Colby,
“There is much work to be done,
but we expect 2016 to be a very
busy year on Main Street as well
as on Mayflower Hill.” Clark
commented that the College and
the Harold Alfond Foundation
had been working together on

the grant for over a year.
In an email to the student body,
Greene said, “This grant builds
upon this tradition, allowing
Colby to make significant investments that are already catalyzing
private development and attracting new businesses to Waterville.”
He also praised the Alfond foundation for their “steadfast generosity” to Central Maine for over
60 years.

See DONATION, Page 3

Lovejoy award presented to NY Times’ Alissa Rubin
By Grant Alenson
News Editor

Rubin was celebrated this
Monday with the 64th Annual
Elijah Parish Lovejoy Award
for courageous journalism
Alissa Rubin, the Pulitzer Prizewinning Paris Bureau Chief for the
New York Times, was celebrated at
the 64th annual Elijah Parish Lovejoy Award for courageous journalism on Monday, Oct. 24. She addressed a packed Lorimer Chapel
after receiving an honorary degree
from President David A. Greene.
The award was established in
1952 to honor Colby alumnus Elijah Parish Lovejoy (valedictorian,
Class of 1826), America’s “first
martyr to freedom of the press.”
Following three incidences of antiabolitionists destroying his printing presses over his editorials criticizing slavery, Lovejoy was shot and
killed by a pro-slavery mob in 1837
in his Illinois warehouse where he
was printing his abolitionist messages at the time. Greene discussed

the importance of the Lovejoy
award at the convocation on Monday, saying that the award reminds
us of our “own obligations to protect academic freedom and to continue the dogged pursuit of truth.”
The mission of the Lovejoy
award has three main parts. The
first is to honor and preserve Lovejoy’s memory and his unwillingness
to forsake his editorial principles, a
choice that led to his eventual death.
The second is to honor the kind of
achievement in the field of reporting and editing that continues the
Lovejoy heritage of fearlessness and
freedom of press. The final mission
of the award is to promote a sense
of mutual responsibility and cooperative effort between a news
industry devoted to journalistic
freedom and a liberal arts college
dedicated to academic freedom.
According to a College press release, Rubin was chosen in honor
of her “intrepid reporting — often at great personal peril — in
hotspots around the globe…work
[that] was interrupted briefly in
2014, when [she] was severely
injured in a helicopter accident
while reporting in Iraq on the
takeover of Northern Iraq by the

Courtesy of Colby College
President David A. Greene awards Times’ Alissa Rubin the Elijah Parish Lovejoy award at the 64th annual Lovejoy Convocation.

Islamic State.”
Rubin graduated Phi Beta
Kappa from Brown University in
1980 with an Honors degree in
Renaissance Studies and a minor
in Classics. She later went on to
receive her M.A. in Modern European History from Columbia
University in 1986. After working
at publications such as The Ameri-

can Lawyer, The Wichita EagleBeacon, Congressional Quarterly,
The New Republic, The Washington Post, and the L.A. Times. Rubin joined the New York Times in
2007 as a correspondent in Baghdad, later becoming the bureau
chief there. In 2009, she moved
to Afghanistan, where her stint
as a correspondent only lasted

a couple of months as she became bureau chief shortly after
her arrival. Rubin served in that
role for nearly four years. In
2013, she took the bureau chief
See LOVEJOY, Page 2
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position in Paris, though she
would remain involved in projects in Afghanistan.
Along with the Elijah Parish
Lovejoy award, Rubin has also
previously received multiple journalism awards. She won an Alicia
Patterson Journalism Fellowship
in 1992 writing about how the reality of abortion differed from the
politics surrounding the issue in
the 1990s. She received the John
Chancellor Award from the Columbia Journalism School for her
cumulative work over 35 years,
which included covering the war
in Iraq and reporting from the
Balkans, Pakistan and Afghanistan. In 2016, she received the
Michael Kelly award, which honors the fearless pursuit and expression of truth. Most notably, The 64th Annual Lovejoy convocation was packed with students, faculty members, and notable alumni to watch the celebration take place.
Rubin is the 2016 Pulitzer Prize
Winner in International Report- and many others were written ian lives, the erosion of history, eroded order, and in eroding oring for “thoroughly reported and while putting herself at consid- the loss of any sense of safety.” der, it led people on all sides to
movingly written accounts giv- erable personal risk and injury.
She continued by saying that she do unspeakable things.”
ing voice to Afghan women who
According
to
In
conwere forced to endure unspeak- a recent College
junction
able cruelties.”
press
release,
with
the
Rubin has written articles re- Greene
praised
L o v e j o y
vealing how efforts to integrate Rubin’s
“deep
award cerwomen into the Afghan police commitment to
emony, there
force backfired, telling the sto- exposing
violawas also the
ry of a young mother who was tions of basic hufourth anmurdered for becoming a po- man rights.” In
nual
Syllicewoman. Also, intrigued by her speech at the
vann Labun
David A. Greene s t u d e n t
a report of an Afghan woman convocation, Ruset afire after being accused of bin talked about
President j o u r n a l i s m
burning the Quran, Rubin dis- the role of war
c o n f e re n c e ,
covered how the woman was in her work as a
which was
falsely charged and how the journalist, saying that “war (is) “felt from early on that I wanted hosted by the GolfardbCenter
Afghan judicial system ineptly much more than combat, it is the to understand how war worked, for Public Affairs and Civic Enhandled the case. These articles story of the destruction of civil- how it distorted society, how it gagement. In attendance were

“The award reminds us of our own obligations to protect academic freedom and
to continue the dogged pursuit of truth”

Courtesy of Colby College

students from the University of
Connecticut, Bowdoin College,
and other schools. The conference included notable journalists such as Ben Howard, an
award-winning visual journalist
at the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette,
who discussed the importance
of creative visuals in news stories; Daniel Arkin, a dayside
news editor at NBCNews.com;
and Caitlin Burchill ’12, an anchor and reporter for WABI
TV5. Most notably, however,
were Matt Apuzzo ’00 and Adam
Goldman, both reporters for the
New York Times. Apuzzo and
Goldman discussed things students could do to prepare for a
career in journalism.

Use of endowments discussed at NESCAC schools
By Charlotte Marratta
Staff Writer

Discussions are occurring
across NESCAC schools on
how to handle the distribution of funds
This week in NESCAC
News, students congregate in
support of just distributions
of college funds.
This week Divest Amherst,
a student-organized advocacy
group at Amherst College, led
“Divest Week of Action.” According to The Amherst Student, the week was designed
to cultivate campus awareness
and support for the College’s
divestment from fossil fuels.
Of the College’s $2.2 billion endowment, the Amherst Board
of Trustees invests $110 million in fossil fuel companies,
outraging many environmentally conscious students. While
Divest Amherst has frequently
advocated for the college’s full
divestment from fossil fuels,
“Divest Week of Action” involved tabling, a collaborative
art project, writing statements

Security
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in chalk around campus, and
putting up Post-It notes to
gather support. On Thursday
night, the Keefe Campus Center held a viewing of a documentary on climate change
called, “How to Let Go of the
World and Love All the Things
Climate Can’t Change.” A rally
on Friday night brought the
“Divest Week of Action” to a
meaningful close. The rally
consisted of many speakers
who addressed the effects of
the drought in Massachusetts,
the controversy surrounding
the Dakota Access pipeline and
how it relates to Amherst’s investments, and the moral duty
Amherst has to address climate
change. A member of Divest
Amherst, senior Brian Beaty
said, “The Amherst campus,
especially, is kind of sheltered
from what’s happening in the
rest of the world.” While making a small impact on the Board
of Trustees, Divest Amherst
still aims for complete divestment from fossil fuels.
Tufts also recently held discussions about divestment. On
Oct. 13 the Board of Trustees
at Tufts met to discuss a May 6
faculty resolution that advocat-

Date:
10/9/16
10/9/16
10/10/16
10/13/16
10/18/16
10/18/16
10/20/16
10/22/16
10/22/16
10/22/16
10/22/16
10/22/16
10/23/16
10/23/16
10/23/16

ed for Tufts to divest a portion
of their endowment from fossil fuel companies. The faculty
resolution called for Tufts to
divest holdings in fossil fuel companies in its
separately
managed
e n d ow m e nt
funds.
It
also advocated
for
the eventual
full divestment of all
holdings in
fossil
fuel
companies by the same vote
margin. Chairman of the Tufts
Board of Trustees Peter Dolan
said that this conclusion had not
changed, saying, “[Our rejection of divestment] continues to
be the case, particularly as our
endowment returns, like those
at many universities and colleges, have diminished,” Dolan
told the Tufts Daily in an email.
“Therefore, the Board of Trustees reiterates its support for its
current investment policy.”
In the same vein, Williams
Junior Erin Hanson began a pe-

tition on change.org calling for
a better distribution of funds
at Williams College. The petition, titled, “Williams College:

“There are only eight therapists
and one psychiatrist who serve
a community of 2,200”

Time:
1:40 a.m.
2:46 a.m.
6:55 p.m.
1:58 a.m.
9:25 p.m.
11:21 p.m.
9:04 a.m.
12:00 a.m.
12:56 a.m.
1:27 a.m.
1:27 a.m.
1:45 a.m.
1:02 a.m.
9:04 a.m.
9:51 a.m.

Erin Hanson
Williams Class of 2018
sell 4-5 marble slabs to pay for
a new therapist at the Health
Center,” is directed at the College administration and argues
that the thousands of dollars
spent on marble blocks in the
multi-million dollar renovation and quad project would be
better spent on Health Center
staff. According to the Williams
Record, Hanson quotes the Williams Committee of Transparency and Accountability, “There
are only eight therapists and one
psychiatrist who serve a community of 2,200. At least one

Location:
Alfond Apartments
Taylor Hall
Foss Hall
Dana Hall
Health Center
Taylor Hall
Roberts Union
AMS Hall
West Quad
Woodman Hall
Taylor Hall
Foss Hall
Cotter Union
AMS Hall
Alfond Apartments

in five college students … have
some kind of mental illness.
Even if all eight worked full
time, there would not be enough
time for all students with need
to be served.
“Furthermore, three of the
eight therapists are fellows, who
[are not licensed, paid less, and
on short term contracts]. Of the
three people of color on staff,
two are fellows. There are few
LGBT staff, and no transgender
staff.” Hanson’s petition suggests that Williams sell four or
five marble blocks and use the
resulting funds to hire an additional therapist for a year with
a salary of $45,000. According
to the Williams Record, Hanson
asserted, “The wait time to see
a therapist or the psychiatrist—
for me it was two weeks—is unacceptable” and that Williams
needs “more diverse therapists
that can do culturally adapted
counseling work for a range
of clients, that can understand and empathize with experiences of race and racism,
queerness, gender dysphoria
and disability. There is much
research to suggest culturallytailored therapy is vital for patient improvement.”

Comments:
Hard Alcohol
Hard Alcohol
Theft
Injury
Injury
Marijuana
Stolen Bicycle
Alcohol
Alcohol
Alcohol
Alcohol
Alcohol
Alcohol
Lounge Chair Destroyed
Injury
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Alfond Grant will
turn around Main St.
DONATION, From Page 1
In an op-ed in the Bangor Daily
News, Powell and Greene stressed
their hope that other struggling
communities around the country
will follow Waterville’s path and
find a “renewed sense of possibility.” They claim the revitalization
efforts “could be considered the
perfect storm of development—
partners from all sectors of the
city coming together with passion, commitment and financial
support to make catalytic investments and revitalize a beautiful,
historic downtown.”
The fund will be utilized to support ongoing and future capital
projects, according to Clark. The
fund will be controlled by Colby
and will be subject to oversight by
the Board of Trustees.
For most of Waterville’s history major players in the manufacturing industry have dominated
the city’s landscape and influence. Now, Colby stands as the
largest institution for sustaining
the heritage of central Maine
and Waterville and to bring it
back from the state it has been
in for years.
At the Harvest on the Square,
Waterville Mayor Nick Isgro commented on how much this grant
means to the city he governs.
Citizens in attendance echoed
his sentiment through numerous
standing ovations and applauses,
actively showing their support for
a the revitalization plan.
After the announcement former
Senator Bill Mitchell, a Waterville
native, expressed in a speech at the
Harvest on the Square how necessary Colby and the Alfond Foundations’ revitalization efforts are
to downtown.
He noticed that many Waterville residents are nostalgic,
or even upset that the city is
changing so quickly, but mentioned that the young people
and young businesses of Waterville will drive the city forward,
saying, “the past is the past.”
Regarding President Greene,
Mitchell had a number of compliments towards him and his work
downtown. He said, “One person
can make a difference, and nobody exemplifies that more than
David Greene.”
Clark was optimistic about the
future of the Waterville Colby relationship, saying, “We are committed to the long haul...our vision
is a vibrant Waterville.”
The College also stressed that
the injection of money into downtown will only attract more investors, who are now starting to see
the opportunities this revitalization brings. Colby alumnus Paul
Boghossian `76 and Massachusetts
businessman Mark McLeod are already starting this trend by investing in businesses and remodeling
buildings downtown.
For existing businesses, this process will only mean increased customers and increased sales to Colby
students, parents, and alumni.
A new website, www.colby.edu/
downtown, documents the entire
downtown revitilization process.
In addition, articles about the
rich history of the Waterville area,
videos documenting the exciting
changes happening to the city, and
updates on the status of construction are posted on the site.
The website also lays out Colby’s tentative ten-step plan for
revitalization in what’s called a
“Road Map for Action.” Critical steps, such as the relocation
of the farmers’ market and the

introduction of a boutique hotel on Main Street, are already
in progress. Some of them, however, such as a connection to the
Kennebec River Waterfront and
Main Street’s conversion to twoway traffic, are still in the very
early planning phases.
Clark commented that Colby’s
investments in downtown Waterville will eventually surpass $20
million. Fundraising, in the past,
has also supported the construction of buildings. According to
Clark and others, the construction
of the Davis Building was supplemented by a donation of more than
$10 million. Clark also indicated
that the College plans to fundraise
in order to support other downtown initiatives. According to the
September 21, 2016 Faculty Meeting Minutes, Colby is currently in
the “quiet phase” of a fundraising
campaign. The same report also
stated that Greene and the College
are planning to launch a capital
campaign that totals more than
$650 million. It can be expected
that the College will seek a massive gift for the student dormitory.
Other integrations on Main
Street that Colby hopes to jumpstart include a renewed arts culture, a higher residential density,
and a larger retail economy.
A notable dark spot in the
city’s current downtown setup is
the Head of the Falls Park. With
this new grant, Colby hopes to
construct a 900-foot long river
walk with landscaping and lighting to showcase the natural beauty of the area.
Increased lighting on sidewalks
and in parks should be a welcome
addition for students, some of
whom witness that the city center
is crime-ridden and full of homeless people.
For Colby students, this revitalization means a more attractive
downtown to visit. For many students, a vibrant downtown is the
one thing missing from the College’s already stellar resumé. Charlie Beckman `18 calls the current
feel of the Main Street as “empty.”
According to him, “there’s just
nothing there.”
Most students stay on campus
because of financial reasons, or
out of “laziness,” Henry Dodge
`18 said. However, he likes the
“nice little shops and restaurants,” and sees the value in
good, affordable food outside the
dining halls.
When asked if they would
visit downtown more if it had
a nicer appearance, both Beckman and Dodge stressed the fact
that regular shuttles would be a
necessity and that they would
need greater incentives other
than food.
Other current Colby students,
of course, struggle to visualize
the changes that will be made to
downtown, especially the older
ones who will not reap the benefits. Beckman is bewildered
by it all: “It’s just insane to me
that Colby has the means to
completely rebuild a town and
community.” When asked if they
thought there was currently $20
million invested in the city, both
Dodge and Beckman laughed,
and said, “no chance.”
According to Dodge,“It’s like
we’re turning into Middlebury,
with that cute little town next
door.” This isn’t necessarily an
insult, given that Middlebury is
one of the most prestigious liberal arts colleges in the country.
Greene, in his e-mail addressed
to students, called the College
“fortunate indeed” in reference to
the grant. The City of Waterville
is, also, fortunate indeed.

Courtesy of The Colby College Office of Communications

The new layout plan for downtown Waterville: 1. A proposed new gateway into the city (with altered traffic) 3.
Renovation of current Hains Building (173 Main Street) 4. Proposed student dormitory in the current Concourse
parking lot 5. Renewed parking strategy 6. Castonguay Square as a home to the farmers’ market and a vibrant
park 7. Proposed site of boutique hotel 10. Proposed integration of waterfront property to Main Street.

Trump Jr. campaigns in Maine
By Will Walkey

Local News Editor
Donald Trump Jr., campaigning for his father in his upstart run
for the presidency, made a stop in
Gray, Maine, outside of Portland on
Tuesday to discuss Second Amendment rights with 175 potential
voters, according to the Portland
Press Herald.
Trump Jr. stated that, should
his father take the White House,
each citizens’ right to bear arms
will remain protected. He discussed his love for hunting and
fishing and Maine’s close affiliation
with the outdoors, stressing that
preserving America’s traditions
such as gun culture are vital in a
changing society.
The Second Amendment is an
important issue in the state this
election cycle, as Question 3, a
proposal for universal background
checks on all gun sales, is on the
ballot November 8.
Currently, Maine has no state
laws
requiring
background
checks and only follows federal
laws regarding the sale of firearms. Question 3 would make
common firearm transfers illegal unless conducted through a
federally licensed firearm dealer.
Currently, eight states require
universal background checks.
Supporters of this initiative
stress that background checks
are safe and actually work, while
those who do not support this initiative, such as the National Rifle
Association, stress that criminals
will still find a loophole in the
system, and that the initiative will

not solve anything.
Trump Jr. only spoke broadly
on the subject of gun rights, stating simply that he wants to protect them for all citizens.
It was the Trump campaign’s
sixth stop in the state. Trump
himself has visited both Portland
and Bangor twice since announcing his run for presidency, yet,
still, according
to Trump Jr.,
faces an uphill
battle.
Trump
and
his
supporters have stated
repeatedly that
he’s
fighting
against the GOP
e s t a b l i s h m e nt
and the mainstream media
along with Hillary Clinton. In
the most recent Presidential debate, he even suggested that he
would not concede defeat if Clinton wins.
The most popular candidate in
the state remains Hillary Clinton,
who has an 84.8% chance to win
the state, according to the statistics website FiveThirtyEight.
Even in District 2, where Donald
Trump formerly led, the numbers
are nearly dead even with a slight
advantage to Clinton.
The State of Maine has added
18,873 registered voters since November 15, according to The Portland
Press Herald. Waterville has added
555 of those voters, 406 of which identify as Democrats. Neighboring towns
of Oakland, Fairfield, and Skowhegan,

however, have added heavier support
on the Republican side.
The Libertarian party, an unavailable party to register for in
2015, has already added 5,388 voters statewide. Still, FiveThirtyEight
projects that third party candidate
Gary Johnson will receive just 7.3
percent of the popular vote, according to the website on Tuesday
afternoon.
In terms of local politics, other
notable
ballot
initiatives
include Question
1, the legalization of marijuana. Recently, the
Portland Cannabis Convention
showcased the
power of medical
marijuana. More
than 80 vendors
showed up in an attempt to show the
diversity of the industry.
Question 4 hopes to raise the
minimum wage to $12 an hour, and
Question 2 wants to establish a three
percent tax on household incomes of
over $200,000 dollars a year.
Overall, an increase in registered
voters in Maine is a welcome sign of
growing democratic diversity. According to The Pew Research Center,
this year’s electorate in the United
States will be the most diverse in the
country’s history.
The State of Maine has a number of
influential ballot measures this election cycle. And, due to the a recent
campaign stop by Donald Trump Jr.,
it has a real influence on the outcome
of the 2016 presidential election.

The State of
Maine has added
18,873 registered voters since
November 15.
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Alissa Rubin: The journalist who almost wasn’t
B Y C AITLIN R OGERS

Asst. Features Editor
Pulitzer Prize winner and
Lovejoy Award recipient Alissa
Rubin never planned to be a
journalist. “After college I went
to Italy for a year, and I lived
there, and that’s where I first
got the idea of living overseas.”
She explained that she narrowed down her career choices
to international banking and
travel writing. She came to the
conclusion that she “couldn’t be
an international banker because
I really didn’t like numbers and
I found money kind of boring,
so I thought, ‘Okay, I have to be
a writer,” said Rubin. After returning from Italy, Rubin began
working as a fact checker for
Steven Brill, a journalist and
writer. “I don’t think I applied
to very many places— I talked
to people I knew and they suggested I start there, and it was
an open job. I was paid $11,000
dollars a year. Not very much,
but it was enough to get by,”
she said.
Now Rubin is an accomplished conflict journalist and
is currently the Paris Bureau
cChief for the New York Times.
Yet during college, before
working for Brill, Rubin said
she didn’t have any specific interest in journalism; her interests were focused more on the
past. She studied Renaissance
History at Brown University,
and obtained a Master’s degree
in Modern European History
from Columbia University, specifically focusing on the period
from the French Revolution to
1890-1900. Though her college studies have little contextual relevance to her current
work, she said the concepts
she learned from history have
helped her advance her writing. “I think that studying history is about using a lot of different disciplines to look at the
past. You think about it demographically, you think about it
as the history of great men, and
women sometimes, more often men, at least in the West...
you think about all these different ways to slice what you’re
seeing, and I think that way
of thinking has been useful,”
said Rubin.
After working for Brill, Rubin decided she wanted to go
back to school and get her Master’s degree in History. “I had
a Mellon fellowship and I went
back and did that, and I ended
up focusing a lot on the history
of the Catholic church in the
19th century, which was some-

thing I was very interested in,”
said Rubin.
After completing her Master’s she was accepted into a
PhD program, but said she
missed making a difference in
the world. “I felt like I had to go
back to journalism
to do that, so I applied to I think 45
newspapers and I
got turned down by
about 44 of them.
It’s not easy.”
The 45th newspaper ended up
being the Wichita
Eagle. As a New
Yorker living in
Kansas for the first
time, Rubin said
the experience was
almost like living
in a foreign country. “I didn’t know
how to drive very
well when I got
there, I had never
been to a mall, I
had never had fast
food; all these were
very new experiences. And I had
certainly never followed the wheat
harvest.” Working
on the farm business desk, Rubin
said she spent significant amounts of
time covering the
history of wheat in Kansas and
the impact of the farm crisis that
had happened in the 1980s. After working at the Eagle for four
years, Rubin moved to the Congressional Quarterly for another
four to five years, after which
she moved to the Los Angeles
Times, where she got her start in
foreign correspondence. “It took
me a long time to get to a place
where I would have the chance
of going overseas,” said Rubin.
Of her journalistic experiences before becoming a foreign correspondent, Rubin
said covering legislature and
Congress have had significant
impacts on her current work.
“I really learned how politics
works, and politics has certain characteristics that are
carried through foreign places as well, and it’s important
to know how they work.” She
also said covering American
politics helped with sources,
with reporting, and with other
aspects of journalism as well.
Additionally, it helped her understand the US’s more recent
decisions regarding personnel
in Iraq and Afghanistan, how
they bring “small Washing-

tons” with them where they go.
“You have an awful lot of hierarchies of defense officials,
and state department officials,
and people who work for the
White House; all of this comes
with these large U.S. field
occupations.”
Though it has
only been 15
years since Rubin began serving as a foreign
correspondent,
she said there
have
already
been
marked
differences
in
coverage, competition,
and
funding. Rubin
said that with
less activity in
areas of conflict, funding for
journalism has
decreased. “The
less the U.S. is
involved, the less
there is an interest in those places, because they
seem very far
away from us.”
C ompounded
with the decline
of print journalism,
Rubin
said she noticed
changes in the
sizes of ground
operations, and in how the wars
have been covered in general.
“You’re seeing people go in for
the big battles, for the big news,
but in terms of consistent coverage you’re seeing less. And
you’re seeing less from the big
television networks too,” said
Rubin. Newspapers have been
shrinking the size of their foreign staffs, creating less competition between journalists, an
element that is essential to effective, good journalism. “Competition is good. You don’t like
competition on the day that
you’re beaten, but overall for the
public and for you as a reporter
it makes you better. It makes
you think harder about things,”
said Rubin.
Additionally, Rubin says that
the amount of freelance journalists has increased significantly.
Due to smaller staff sizes, journalists who were formerly associated with news agencies
are forced to cover issues on
their own. While this adds to
the competition for journalists
covering the conflicts, there are
also considerable risks associated with freelancing in a war
zone. “Freelancers are not very

Before
working for
Brill, Rubin said she
didn’t have
any specific
interest in
journalism;
her interests
were focused more
on the past.

well protected, and that’s a serious problem. They don’t have
security operations, and you really need them to work in these
places.” Rubin draws a connection between the lack of protections for freelance journalists
and the recent capture of several freelance journalists by the
Islamic State.
The outlook for journalism
is not all bleak. “I think that
people get very depressed at
how journalism is evolving, but
I tend to think that there is still
an awful lot out there. It’s not
coming in the form that people
are used to; some of it will be
more dependent on photos and
some of it will involve more
video and some will be writing.
You may read it on your phone.
But the important thing is that
there be independent eyes on
what governments do, what
groups do, and that there are

people at least endeavoring to
be truth-tellers,” said Rubin.
Though she didn’t initially
intend to become a journalist,
Rubin has found considerable
success in the field. In the spirit
of Elijah Parish Lovejoy, who
spent his life working for the
freedom of the press and for social justice, Rubin has used her
skills as a writer and historian
to tell stories of war, especially
the stories of women and children in Afghanistan. Rubin has
used her training as a historian
and her experiences in finding
journalism to effectively convey riveting stories of people
affected by war. As long as there
are journalists like Rubin continuing their pursuit of truth,
the tradition of bold, daring,
and just journalism that began
with Elijah Parish Lovejoy will
continue to have strong impacts
on the world.

Courtesy of the Goldfarb Center
Journalist Alissa Rubin addresses the crowd at the 64th Elijah Parish Lovejoy Convocation
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The history behind Colby’s Elijah Parish Lovejoy Award
By Sam Kane

Contributing Writer
This week, the Colby community came together to commemorate the 64th annual Elijah Parish
Lovejoy Award recipient, Alissa
Rubin. There is quite a bit of excitement surrounding this honor; however, few students on the
Hill are aware of its significance.
Understanding the rich history
behind the award makes it a far
more meaningful and purposeful
recognition— a history that Colby
students should be proud to present to a renowned member of the
journalism community.
Perhaps the most important
thing to know about the award is
who it is named after. The name
Lovejoy is recognized by any Colby student: all know the building
that is baptized with it, and most
know it was the name of a Colby
alumnus from many moons ago.
Few, however, recall that Elijah
Parish Lovejoy is recognized as a

key figure in giving momentum to
the Civil Rights movement of the
seventeenth century: abolition.
After graduating from what used
to be Waterville College, Lovejoy
moved to St. Louis, where he established a printing press for his
abolitionist newspaper. His printing press was burned to ashes time
and again; after the third incident
in 1837, he relocated across the
Mississippi River to Alton, Illinois,
a free state, and set up his fourth
printing press.
“It wasn’t fashionable to be an
outspoken critic of slavery, and
that’s what he was doing – he was
breaking the norms […] he was a
pioneer in the abolitionist movement,” explained Colby Professor of Government and Goldfarb
Center Director Dan Shea. Because of this, anti-abolitionists
formed a sizeable mob again and
burned down Lovejoy’s new facilities. They proceeded to open
fire on Lovejoy as he attempted
to salvage his press. Lovejoy died

Courtesy of Amanda Cooley
Elijah Parish Lovejoy, whom the Lovejoy award is named after, is considered to be the first
martyr of journalism.

on the scene and immediately became a symbol of courage and civil
rights alike.
At this time, abolitionists and
pro-slavery forces were just beginning to collide. Lovejoy’s death
was one of the earliest catalysts of
the Civil War. It sent deep reverberations throughout a socially
and politically torn America; in
fact, John Quincy Adams recognized him as the “first martyr to
freedom of the press.” A year later,
a young Abraham Lincoln gave
his first public speech in which
he condemned the rampant lawlessness in his country, citing the
murder of Lovejoy as an example.
In 1952, on the 115th anniversary of his murder, Colby faculty
members decided to pay tribute
to Lovejoy by creating a fellowship awarded annually to a single
American reporter or publisher
who upholds his values of integrity, character, and intellect in
their work. The first recipient was
James S. Pope. Pope was a reporter for one of the country’s leading
regional newspapers and was selected for his work calling on the
government to release information to the public and his steadfast
activism for freedom of the press.
Subsequent Lovejoy Fellows are
characterized in similar fashion.
They maintain liberties concerning expression and thought, even
when these go against what is
commonly accepted. They challenge the government when it is
not adhering to democratic principles. They demand tolerance of
a diversity of beliefs and the dignified treatment of minorities. In
1955, it was quite eloquently put
that Lovejoy Award recipients,
like Charles Arthur Sprague that
year, show a “readiness always to
speak out on the things that matter and to stand for the right irrespective of popular clamor.”
Other notable recipients include the ’67 recipient, Edwin A.
Lahey, who did not lose his foot-

ing when his talent as a journalist in the eyes of Colby grads, but
soared and led him to engage with also in the broader view of the
high-ranking individuals both American civic life. He put his
domestically and abroad; he re- conscience first,” shared Chairmained an unbiased reporter and man of the Selection Committee
saw through the ostentatiousness, David Shribman. “His memory
using his work to “puncture pom- is an inspiration to all of us who
posity.” Less than a decade later, still toil in journalism and seek
Katharine Graham became the the truth to serve justice.”
first female Lovejoy Fellow for her
“It’s not just a career achievefearless work uncovering the story ment award,” said Shea. “That’s
behind Watergate.
really not what
While
many
this is about,
laureates’ names
[…] the selecare resoundingly
tion works on
popular for covthe courage that
ering major conwas exemplified
troversial stories,
by Lovejoy, […]
some are lessercourage to chalknown, yet equally
lenge the status
admirable
such
quo, to challenge
as the ’01 recipii n t e l l e c t u a l l y.”
ents, Tom and Pat
Thus, the criteria
Gish. This couple’s
do not necessarwork was “local
ily require that
in scale,” but their
nominees stand
Dan Shea
experience
was
in the middle of
Goldfarb Center Director
echoic of Lovewar-ridden terjoy’s: pushing for
ritories to report
transparency
in
a story or similar
the government,
physical
courthey faced inage; rather, they
tense persecution
revere the perwith great poise, “despite being son whose moral courage drives
shunned and boycotted in [their] them to challenge the norms
own hometown, despite threats behind journalism— to speak
against [their] family, despite a about what is taboo, to adopt
firebomb that destroyed [their] new ways of transmitting a story,
newspaper office in 1974.”
and to uncover the truth, even if
The selection committee is it reveals a painful reality.
comprised of eight members
It is this precise essence that
who meet annually in New York makes the award a coveted one.
City to review nominees over There is never any difficulty
the course of a few hours. The with convincing a nominee to
preparation for this meeting is travel to Mayflower Hill, bequite extensive. With most of cause, according to Shea, “It is
the members working at emi- a big deal for the campus and
nent newspapers throughout the for journalism across America.”
country, they are well aware of To receive the Lovejoy Award is
important individuals in the field humbling because it speaks not
of journalism and keep track of only to the journalist’s value as a
those who seem to be modern reporter, but also to their value
embodiments of Elijah Parish as a person of progressive naLovejoy. “Elijah Parish Lovejoy ture, of high moral standards,
is an inspiring character not only and of awesome virtue.

“[Lovejoy] was
a pioneer of
the abolitionist
movement.”

A deep dive into students’ views on the Colby “bubble”
B y D rew L adner
Features Editor

The “Colby bubble” is one of
the most well-known phrases at
Colby. It is a term freshman hear
in their first few weeks at school,
and one that alumni remember
after graduation. It can be heard
anytime someone complains about
the isolation here on the Hill, but
does anyone truly know what it
means? The Echo reached out
to various students across campus and found that each student
had a had different definition for
the “bubble”. 		
Many students believed it to be
the separation of Colby and its students from the community around
it. “The Colby ‘bubble’ is the tendency for students to get so caught
up with the what is happening on
Mayflower Hill that we forget that
we exist within the larger community of Waterville,” James Lindberg
’19 said.
Though first-years aren’t as familiar with the term, even they
have heard enough to come up
with a general definition. “I’ve
heard that it means being separate from everything that is not
Colby,” Jonathan Hallal ’20 said.
Others believe the “bubble” suggests a more intellectual separation from the community. According to Ben Wardwell ’17, “It is a
community with a high concentration of similar ideas and opinions that may differ from those of
the general population, especially
older generations.”
The one commonality between
the definitions is the isolation
of Colby from the outside community, in particular Waterville.
So, what are the reasons that this
“bubble” exists? The physical

separation of the campus from
Waterville is one factor. Students
without a car have a difficult time
travelling to Waterville. One common theme among Colby students
was only visiting downtown Waterville for trips to Walmart, CVS,
or Jokas. With places like the Spa,
the Pub, and the Senior Apartments on campus, students feel it
is an inconvenience to take a break
from their busy lives and drive
down the Hill.
“I think it’s tougher to connect
to Waterville when Colby affairs,
academic and otherwise, keep
us so involved here on the Hill,”
Renner Thomas ’19 said. Brian
Kim ’18 echoed this view, but
pushed it a little further. “Colby is
secluded from the rest of the community on our hill and there isn’t
ever a reason for local community
members to pass through Colby. I
think that there is a lack of engagement between Colby and the local
community. I’d say that during my
time at Colby I’ve only ever met a
handful of Waterville community
members. I also feel that there is
an overall negative association of
Waterville citizens and Colby...
People feel that they are above interacting with Waterville citizens,”
he said.
Regardless of the reason, most
students agreed that almost all of
their interactions take place on
campus. With an enrollment of
under 2,000, Colby students often
find themselves surrounded by the
same thoughts and beliefs every
day. “The majority of our interactions during our time at Colby
occur within a group of generally
likeminded students in the same
age group often from the same
socioeconomic class and political
background. We lack a good rep-

resentation of the general population and that sometimes causes
one or few ideas and opinions to
dominate discourse here at Colby.
We are isolated both physically
and intellectually,” Wardwell said.
These types of separations can
halt a community’s growth. A lack
of conversation between Colby
students and Waterville citizens
has the potential to create animosity between the two, as Kim pointed out. While staying on campus
may be convenient, Colby students
agreed that this isolation can be
a problem. “I feel like Colby and
Waterville are very separate in a
way that is unhealthy for our community,” Carolyn Jones ’19 said.
The Student Programming
Board has also recognized this
problem. Clare Murray ’18 heads
the “Mainely Exploring” committee. The goal for the committee is to get Colby students to interact more with Waterville and
greater Maine. The committee
has brought Maine food trucks
and vendors to campus and has
provided transportation to events
in Waterville. Murray hopes that
this committee can excite students
about everything going on around
them. “There is definitely more we
can do to bridge the connection
with the Waterville community
and it’s exciting to see the possibilities,” she said.
Jenner Foster ’17 believes
strongly in the importance of finding the time to escape the “bubble”. “Whether we like it or not,
the outside world, whether that is
Maine legislation or even the national political rhetoric, can have
serious ramifications here at Colby,” he said. “Being engaged is not
going to get a meal at Mainely’s
once a month, but participating in

CCAK, and exploring the Maine
country-side... Sometimes saying yes to one more activity can
seem like the hardest when you
have amountain of work looking
ahead, but can provide the perfect moment of clarity.”
Overall, Colby students see
the importance of a better connection between Colby and its
surrounding community, but the

problem seems to arise in finding ways to engage... Outlets like
“Mainely Exploring” and Colby
Cares About Kids (CCAK) may
help students to interact, but the
onus is still on the individuals to
make their time to participate in
these events, stay aware of local
issues, and engage in the overall
community. Otherwise, this connection becomes lost.

Nathaniel Rees | The Colby Echo
Being on the Hill, Colby students often feel disconnected to anything outside the Colby
“bubble”.
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Blue Team Pride

Like many others who have passed through Colby, sports
have played an extremely influential role in our time here
on Mayflower Hill.

From the field, to the locker room, to team meals, group
messages, workouts, or mixers, a great portion of student’s
time is taken up by their athletic commitments. For the majority of Mules, they would do it all over in a heartbeat.
As we both near the end of our respective seasons, Caroline
in field hockey and Kiernan in rugby, we look fondly back
on our experiences on the field.
From the sweat we’ve poured in preseason training, the
tears of devastation or of joy at the result of a hard-hitting
game, or the laughter and genuine support shared among
teammates at any gathering, being apart of a sports team
has not only enriched our time here at Colby, but has truly
enriched us as individuals.
To be apart of something greater than yourself such as this
— a sports team, a student club, a volunteer program — is
an incredible gift that each and every one of us can relate
to no matter where we associate ourselves at Colby. To be
among others who support you, share your passions, and
work together with you towards a collective goal bonds you
with one another with a strength that is almost indescribable, and gives each of us a sense of belonging.
Reflecting on our time on the Hill, the decision to join a
team was one of the best of our lives. For us, we were lucky
that we found our home at Colby on the field right away.
We are beyond thankful for the memories and the experiences that athletics has given us and cannot imagine a Colby
without them.

October 27, 2016

The Republican Party has become
divided in an unprecedented way
B y E than S chul er

Assistant Opinions Editor
In almost every way, the rise
of Donald Trump has been appalling to me. I disagree with
him on nearly everything and
am not voting for him. However, there is one aspect of his rise
that I like— he has managed to
rip apart one of the two major parties that hold too much
power in American politics.
As someone who does not
associate with a political
party and who has views on
both sides of the aisle, I have
grown up disheartened by the
two-party system in the U.S.
The increasing rigidity of the
views of both parties leave out
the views of many Americans,
myself included. The expected
loyalty of politicians to their
party’s nominees and policies
is disheartening as well. In at
least one of the two major parties, Trump has changed this in
a serious way.
One of the major news stories this election cycle has
been the internal conflicts of
Republican Party politicians
over whether they should support Trump as their nominee.
Countless Republican politicians have refused to endorse
Trump, or have distanced
themselves from him after controversial comments. In fact,
the numbers of Republican
politicians who do not support
Trump are so high that many
news outlets have published
articles listing all such Republicans, notably The Atlantic’s
“cheat sheet” and The New York

Times’s interactive timeline of
all Trump’s controversial comments and which Republican
politicians refused to support
him afterwards.
In addition to shaking up
party loyalty norms, Trump
has also been unique as a major party nominee due to his
veering away from orthodox
party views. Although many
of his views are unclear, constantly changing, and viewed
by some as on the verge of
fascism— which is terrifying
to see in
a candidate who
has come
this far—
he
also
has some
v i e w s
that are
far from
conser vative. Particularly
on trade,
Tr u m p’s
rhetoric
is
often
on course
with the
far
left,
extremely
critical
of trade
d e a l s
due to their potential to cost
American jobs. It is very unusual to see that in a Republican nominee.
Between his extremely unorthodox views, which have
mobilized (for better or worse)
a whole new group of American voters and his lack of party

support, it is clear Trump has
divided the Republican Party
in a way no major American
party has been divided in recent history. It is unclear how
the Republican Party will
change in the long-term because of this, but whether he
wins or loses, the party will be
extremely split.
It is unfortunate that it took
a candidate like Trump to divide a major party, but I am
glad one of the major parties
has potential to change. While
I personally
am
hoping
he loses,
his
rise
has
exposed the
fact that
there are
c ou nt l e ss
Americ a n s
w h o s e
views are
not represented
by
major party
p l a t forms. It
has also
exposed
the flaw
in blind
loyalty to one’s party. Many
Republicans have clearly regretted the fact that they felt
obligated to support Trump as
their nominee simply because
they share the same party affiliation. I hope this serves a
message for both major parties
in the future.

It is unfortunate
that it took a candidate like Trump
to divide a major
party, but I am glad
one of the major
parties has the potential to change.
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In embracing partisanship, What is a credit hour?
WikiLeaks loses its integrity
B y I an L iphart

Contributing Writer

B y J a m es B u r ne t t
Staff Writer

There was a time when
WikiLeaks was focused on accomplishing just a single goal:
informing
citizens
through
government transparency. In
2016, however, it is clear that
WikiLeaks has lost sight of its
original mission. In the United States presidential election,
WikiLeaks has worked with the
Kremlin and President Putin to
instigate a coordinated attack
on the very foundation of the
United States’ democratic institutions: our electoral process.
International
non-profit
WikiLeaks was launched in
2006 and quickly rose to prominence for releasing documents
related to the war in Afghanistan in 2010, including over
76,900 internal U.S. military
logs from January 2004 to December 2009. This massive
release of government documents incited a national conversation about the military’s
operations
in
Afghanistan
and elsewhere. Later, in April
2011, WikiLeaks started another conversation—this time
about the constitutionality of
the Guantanamo Bay detention
camp—after the site published
779 secret files pertaining to
prisoners detained in the military prison.
WikiLeaks has received various praise and awards for its
role in exposing government
documents. Between 2008 and
2010, the site received The
Economist’s New Media Award
as well as Amnesty International’s UK Media Award. Julian Assange was even named
the Reader’s Choice for TIME’s
Person of the Year in 2010. In
addition to a positive reception in the journalism community, the UK Information Commissioner Christopher Graham
stated that “WikiLeaks is part
of the phenomenon of the online, empowered citizen.”
However, beginning in July
2016, WikiLeaks began pub-

lishing private emails from
top Democratic National Campaign staffers, in addition to
communications from members of Hillary Clinton’s
staff. These
document
dumps are
unique from
the previous
WikiLeak
document
d u m p s .
For
one,
WikiL eaks
is
distributing
the
communications of private citizens
rather than
gove r n me nt
documents.
Instead
of
inciting important national conversations,
these emails
only
contain tidbits
of internal
campaign
gossip and
daily campaign activities. Furthermore,
rather than presenting unbiased information, Assange has
made it his explicit goal to take
down Hillary Clinton. Assange
frequently comments publicly
on his hatred of Clinton and
his desire to see her arrested.
The worst part about these
documents however, is where
they came from. On October
7, 2016, the Office of the Director of National Intelligence
and the Department of Homeland Security publicly accused
the Russian government of
hacking U.S. political institutions, including the Democratic National Committee, and interfering with U.S. elections. A
joint statement released by the
Department of Homeland Security and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence

explained that “only Russia’s
senior-most officials” could
have authorized the hacking
of emails from top Democratic National
Committee
officials.
The statement continued that
“these thefts
and disclosures
are
intended
to interfere
with
the
US
election
process.” These
h a c k e d
documents
were
subsequently
published
by
WikiLeaks.
Assange
has not been
s t r ai g ht forward about
where
he
received
the hacked
campaign
e m a i l s .
When
appearing in a television interview for syndicated Fox
commentator Sean Hannity,
Assange kept mum on the documents’ origins. His silence
says volumes about the tenuous ethical ground upon which
he is standing.
Publishing emails that one
sovereign nation hacked from
another sovereign nation is
unacceptable, especially considering Russia’s strong stake
in the U.S. presidential election due to Donald Tr ump’s
affinity for the Kremlin. It is
evident that WikiLeaks is no
longer a champion of citizens
and government transparenc y, but rather a biased organization content with undermining journalistic integrity
and the United States’ democratic process.

It is evident that
Wikileaks is no
longer a champion
of citizens and government transparency, but rather a
biased organization
content with undermining journalist integrity and
the United States’
democratic process.

When I first looked at the
major and minor course requirements at Colby I recall
wondering “exactly what is a
credit-hour?” Truth is, I still
don’t know. At Colby, each
class is assigned a number
of credit hours, which generally are taken to indicate
the amount of time or the
workload that the course demands. As far as I can tell,
this explanation is about all
any student knows about the
system. Personal experience
(and a quick Google search)
tells me that this definition is
neither accurate nor is it consistent across colleges. Wikipedia suggest that “A course
credit (often credit hour, or
just credit or ‘unit’) is a unit
that gives weight to the value,
level or time requirements of
an academic course taken at
a school or other educational
institution,” which is pretty
much my understanding too.
However, Wikipedia goes
on to say that most credits
are based on “contact hours”
and suggests that three credit
hours per class, representing
three contact-hours per week
throughout the semester,
is
standard for
college and
university
credits. Ane c d o t a l l y,
I
receive
three or four
credit hours
per
class,
my brother
receives six,
and a good
friend two
or
three.
We all go to
similar institutions in
the United States, so I have a
hard time imagining that this
discrepancy can be explained
by a difference in our contact
hours and workload. Even if
we just look at Colby, the system seems very inconsistent.
Most of my science classes
without lab meet three times

a week for 50 minutes and
are three credit-hours. This
fits with the standard fairly
well. But how about my humanities classes, almost all
of which have met two times
per week for 75 minutes?
These two classes typically
require a similar time commitment outside of class, and
both meet for two and a half
hours a week. Despite this,
all of my humanities classes
of this type have been four
credit-hours.
This is odd, but even
stranger is the credit allocation for lab sciences. These
classes often have the same
three 50 minute lectures, a
three hour lab, and sometimes another 50 minute discussion session. This brings
the number of weekly time
to six hours and 20 minutes, and yet these classes
are still four credit -hours,
without taking into account
that (subjectively) these are
typically courses that are
more demanding outside
of class time as well. Consistency would suggest that
these classes receive at least
five, if not six, credit-hours
per semester. Additionally,
since Colby does not charge
per-credit
for classes,
there is little
reason
why credit
allocation
should not
be based on
the number
of contacthours
for
the course.
So how does
Colby allocate credit?
Even
after
some
thought, I’m
no closer to
a sufficient
answer. The one consolation for those in the natural
sciences is that since these
(subjectively) more difficult
courses do not receive more
credit, they carry similar (or
even less) weight in a GPA
calculation as their counterparts in other fields.

I have a hard
time imagining
that this discrepency can be
explained by a
difference in our
contact hours
and workload.

Veritas videos are not a smoking gun
B y A li N aseer

not affect anyone’s decision to
vote for Clinton.
The tape centers on comments
During the last presiden- by Scott Foval, an official at two
tial debate, Trump said that liberal advocacy groups and
the Clinton campaign and the contractor for the consulting
Democratic National Commit- firm Democracy Partners which
tee (DNC) “hired people, they worked with the DNC.
paid them $1,500, and they’re
In the video, Foval states that
on tape saying: be violent, cause he has a “script” which he gives
fights, do bad things.” He was to planted protestors at Trump
referring to the comments made rallies, including instructing
by DNC contractors in a video them to protest with certain
released by James O’Keefe and phrases or carry certain signs,
his non-profit, Project Veritas such as ‘Trump is a nazi.’ Foval
Action (PVA).
says that this is “the key to initiO’Keefe and PVA went un- ating conflict.”
dercover—wearing
hidden
But Foval explicitly states
cameras—as journalists, to talk that he never coached people to
to DNC contractors. O’Keefe confront anyone. In addition,
claims that
the video is
the footage
a succession
they
proof
spliced
duced is eviclips
and
This
video
should
not
dence
that
jump
cuts;
the DNC and
little
affect anyone’s decision there’s
the Clinton
continuous
campaign is
dialogue in
to vote for Clinton.
“rigging the
which anyelection” by
one
taped
using
consays that they
tractors to coordinate violence paid people to incite violence at
at Trump rallies, most notably Trump rallies. There’s little conthis year’s protest at a Trump tinuous dialogue at all.
rally in Chicago.
Moreover, the DNC states that
Is the release evidence of Foval was not hired as a subconClinton campaign wrongdoing? tractor until June, well after the
Probably not. This video should Trump rally violence in ChicaContributing Writer

go. While Foval’s statements are
probably unethical, instructing
protesters to behave in nonviolent ways that incite conflict
is not the same as instructing
protestors to be violent. The
DNC and Foval’s other employers have stated that Foval’s statements on the tape are just him
grandstanding and exaggerating
both his role and activities to
satisfy goading PVA reporters.
Regarding payment of protesters, PolitiFact cites evidence
that one Chicago protester was
paid $1,610 by the Clinton campaign for work completed in
Arizona, two weeks before the
protest. But that is clearly not
evidence of a policy of paying
for violence.
As such, this hodgepodge of
nine-word sound bites from
random employees of somewhat
DNC-affiliated groups doesn’t
convincingly show that anyone
coordinated violence at Trump
rallies, let alone tie this accusation to the Clinton campaign or
the DNC.
The spliced-together nature of
this video becomes more of an
issue when we consider O’Keefe’s
past. He first rose to national,
or at least alt-Right, notoriety
through his undercover recording of workers for the Association of Community Organiza-

tions for Reform Now (ACORN),
It has also been revealed that
a non-profit that worked on is- the Trump Foundation donated
sues like neighborhood safety $10,000 to tax-exempt PVA,
and voter registration.
casting further suspicion on the
O’Keefe claimed he had these accuracy of the release.
workers on video saying they had
Plus, In 2010, O’Keefe
misappropriated federal funds. plead guilty to interfering
Believing the videos, Congress with the office and phone of
cut funding to ACORN, and the then Senator Mar y Landrieu.
controversy decreased private Funding a convicted crimidonations to ACORN as well.
nal would seem at odds with
In
March
Trump’s mes2010, ACORN
sage that Clindeclared bankton should not
The spliced-toruptcy.
But
be allowed to
shortly
after,
run for Presigether
nature
of
the US Govdent due to
ernment
Acher indiscrethis video becomes
countability
tions, despite
Office (GAO)
the fact that
more of an issue
completed its
PolitiFact and
when we consider
i nv e s t i g at i o n ,
state instituand found that
tions have deO’Keefe’s past.
O’Keefe
had
bunked many
falsified video
of the claims
and spliced together tapes. The against Clinton.
Attorney General’s Office found
But we can also view Trump’s
that Project Veritas Action had donation as a contribution to a
misrepresented the actions of non-profit that he thinks does
ACORN workers.
good work. And we can see
O’Keefe’s misrepresentation, O’Keefe’s criminal past as his
presumably done in the pursuit just action to reveal the truth.
of fame, cost ACORN employHowever, those generous asees their jobs and destroyed the sertions do not change that
non-profit’s positive impact on these soundbites from relatively
underprivileged areas. O’Keefe’s random people don’t incrimimost recent video could likely nate the Clinton campaign or
be another fraud.
the DNC in unethical action.
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Pen to Paper

Excerpt from “Skeeball Sam’s”
by Palmer Taylor
Leo waded his way through the black-lit section of
fighting games with wobbly joysticks and shooters with red
and blue pistols attached to their machines by rigid, black
umbilical cords. Every few steps a vacant machine would
challenge passers by with High Scores. Leo didn’t stop to
look when his three letters LEO flashed at the top of each
list. He knew they were there and that no one had touched
them. This was his section. He knew it. Jaime knew it. Jake
knew it. Violet knew it. Skeeball Sam knew it. Anyone who
ventured into this section of the arcade knew it. They all
knew LEO even if they didn’t know Leo.
He had a few minutes before it started so he shook
two quarters into his hand and dropped them into Time
Crisis II and grabbed the blue nine-millimeter. The grip had
been blackened by palm sweat and unknowable grime
but Leo didn’t even think about that. He liked the artificial weighting of the artificial weapon. On one hand it felt
real and on the other he knew it wasn’t. Not that Leo had
any frame of reference. He’d never held a gun before and
probably never would. He smiled when he pulled the trigger and the slide kicked back like it was ejecting an actual
empty casing. Satisfying feedback. Weight to each shot.
But most of all the clacking of the plastic slide could be
heard throughout the arcade. It got people’s attention. If
it wasn’t almost time maybe people would have gathered
around. But Leo’s round didn’t last long. A stupid pedestrian had caught a stray bullet while Leo had the machine-gun
power up so he shot at each pedestrian he saw until it was
game over. When he’d slaughtered enough innocents, he
gathered his cup of quarters and a stubborn set of initials
remained: AAA.
The skeeball machines were on the far side of the
arcade. Leo circled around Wheel of Fortune, Deal or No
Deal, coin pushers, kiddy gambling, Blackjack, and other
games of chance that spat out long tongues of orange
tickets when you dumped enough change and misplaced
faith into them. A boy in a Duke sweatshirt yelled and swore
when he failed to stop the wheel in the narrowly divided
Jackpot section in a game of Quarter Roulette. Leo wanted
to stop and tell Duke Kid that the odds were against him.
That magnets and statistics determined who won. Chance
was a factor and merit was not. It was out of his hands.
When Skeeball Sam emerged from behind the Final
Bosses Only door, he was wearing his purple vest and a
white t-shirt under it tucked into khakis. White light slid into
the arcade, casting strange shadows. Whenever this light
caught his eye, Leo would try to look into the office and see
what people whispered about even when Sam was safely in
his office but as always the door closed too quickly. Sam’s
hair still hadn’t been washed and was parted right down the
middle. It brushed his shoulders when he turned his head
to menace the machine. He hadn’t shaved either. The white
shirt gave him a glow in the black light. It made him hard to
look at. As always he didn’t say anything, he didn’t look at
anyone. The crowd had already taken it’s lower case L shape
so Sam had unimpeded access to that middle machine. A
while back, Sam preferred the machine at the end of the
row. But some kid ate too much cake on his birthday and
vomited white and blue icing onto the middle of the lane.
Ever since Sam had always chosen the middle one. Once
he was in position, the L closed into a U and ceremoniously,
he stuck his thumb, index, and middle finger into the left
vest pocket and plucked out two quarters. After dropping
the first one in, he rested his right hand in the slot where the
balls would appear and dropped the second.
The eight brown balls clacked into his hand and Skeeball
Sam, still hunched over the ball slot, tossed the first one
from his right hand to his left and bowled it across the lane.
It flipped up off of the lip at the end and flew and landed
in the 100 point ring before the timer could change from
60 to 59. Sam was never without a ball, the lane was never
without an occupant, and the 100 point ring was never left
in peace. The drone of rolling was almost unceasing except
for that pause and moment of faith in physics and Sam.
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Under new conductor, Colby Symphony takes audience
on tour through Romanticism

Haffner Sinfonietta, which he nied a dramatic love story and
founded, and also works to cre- retains a romantic narrative
ate social change by “bridging even in its own performance.
Korean and American commuAs one of the composers innities.” Park has brought Colby’s volved in French musical imorchestra to an impressive place pressionism, Fauré’s work holds
considering the few weeks he the peculiar quality that is dishas been here and the concert tinctive to that movement. Mutshowcased that.
ed and eterThe program
nally peaceful
The program worked
worked its way
on the surface,
through a diit nonetheless
its way through a
verse set of muexpresses exdiverse set of music
sic from early
treme heights
Romanticism
of
emotion
Jinwook Park, conductor
from early Romantito Impressionand stuns the
ism that proves
audience
in
cism to Impressionism
By Jacqueline Betz
the true scope of
its own (seemAsst. A&E Editor
that proves the true
19th century muingly)
quiet
and Cleo Aukland
sic.
The
works
all
way.
This
scope of nineteenth
A&E Editor
spanned
from
piece takes a
century music.
delicate touch
This past Saturday night, about 12 to 20
and
and
careColby Symphony Orchestra minutes,
ful attention
(CSO) had their first perfor- each told a very
mance of the year in Lorimer different story in a unique style. to perform correctly, which
Felix Mendelssohn wrote the
orchestra
pulled
off
Chapel. While the beginning
of the season is always a bit of his Overture to “A Midsummer beautifully under Park.
The concert ended with
a reintroduction to the orches- Night’s Dream” in 1826, when he
tra as it adjusts to seasoned was only 17 years old. Regarded a symphony-long finale of
members graduating and new as an incredible feat of musical Dvořák’s famous “New World”
members joining, this was also maturity, this piece is still one Symphony. His ninth, it was
the community’s first oppor- of his most well-known works. first performed by the New
tunity to see the new conduc- It opens with an enchanting York Philharmonic in 1893 as
tor, Jinwook Park. Enthusiastic series of soft chords in the part of his trip to America from
and outgoing, Park has brought winds that nod to the romance his home in Czechoslovakia.
both energy and experience to and mystery of Shakespeare’s Written to express his impresColby, and this was apparent play. Mendelssohn then starts sions of America, his journey,
on Saturday.
a section of fast but whisper- and his homecoming, the symThe program took the audi- ing notes in the upper strings, phony is stunning from start
ence on a musical tour through showing off the section’s preci- to finish, from the high-octhe Romantic era, presenting sion and dexterity and building tane drama of the first and last
three landmark works by Men- up excitement for the robust movements to the gentle but
delssohn, Fauré, and Dvořák. entrance of the famous theme.
breathtaking slow movement.
Well-rehearsed and confidentAs the piece progresses, Men- The piece is wildly dynamic and
ly executed, the
delssohn de- tumultuous, asking virtuosconcert was an
velops
and ity and copious energy from all
impressive start
Enthusiastic and then recapitu- sections of the orchestra—and
to the season
lates
those no small amount of sweat from
and gives a good
outgoing, Park has themes with the conductor.
idea of what
some fugues
Dvořák tempers this with
brought both energy and surpris- moments that are beautifully
can be expected
from the CSO
es thrown in evocative, calling to mind a
and experience to that the CSO ship leaving behind stormy seas
this year.
Colby
filled
handled beau- for blue skies and safe ports,
Colby. tifully, seam- depicting the excitement and
the position for
orchestra
conlessly
tran- anticipation of voyage but also
ductor and violin and viola sitioning from the hearty to the satisfaction of returning
teacher after a year of transi- the delicate parts in a parallel home. The well-known melody
tion by violinist Jinwook Park. to Shakespeare’s play. Lightly of the second moment echos
A native of South Korea, he was emotional and reassuringly del- his longing for arriving home
previously based in Boston, icate, the experience is reminis- and his patriotic sentiments
where he earned his Master’s cent of meandering through the for his own country with heartand Doctorate at the Boston forest, encountering magical wrenching solos from the brass,
Conservatory and Boston Uni- fairies and love, either shared winds, and strings. The “New
versity respectively. Park has or unrequited.
World” Symphony put the Coltaught and conducted in Boston
Gabriel Fauré’s Pelléas et by orchestra through the paces
and has performed across the Mélisande Suite was originally and the audience through an
United States and South Korea. written to accompany the play emotional rollercoaster, comHe has also been the director in London in 1898. Consisting ing to an explosive finish and
of groups such as the Hwaum of four movements (Prélude, ending the concert with a long
Boston Chamber Orchestra, the Fileuse, Sicilienne, and Mort de standing ovation for Park and
Boston Korean Chorus, and the Mélisande), the piece accompa- the orchestra.

Want to see your creative writing featured in The Echo? Contact A&E Editor
Cleo Aukland at caukland@colby.edu
The Colby Symphony Orchestra plays Mendelssohn in the Lorimer Chapel
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Courtesy of the Colby College Music Department
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Throw some glitter, make it rain (for Kesha)
By Lydia Fanning

Contributing Writer

and Cleo Aukland

A&E Editor

cannot work with this monster… I physically cannot. I
don’t feel safe in any way.”
Gottwald fought back, denying all allegations and suing Kesha for defamation and
breach of contract. He’s managed to stall her career, stopping her from doing the things

This Halloweekend, we will
all be donning our neon and
glitter for the fall concert,
where Kesha will be paying us
a visit. In preparation,
We’ve
been listening
to classics like
“Die Young” and
“We R Who We
R,” which brings
us
back
to
middle school
dance days.
Un f o r t u n a t e ly, the “Tik Tok”
singer has fallen
off the radar
over the past
few years. Due
to her exhaustive legal battle
against her producer,
Lukasz
Gottwald commonly known as
Dr. Luke, Kesha
hasn’t come out
with a new album since Warrior in 2012.
Gottwald
has
been her producer under the
label Kemosabe,
a joint venture
with Sony Music, since he discovered her in
2005. The contract includes a
six-album deal,
leaving
three
albums left for
production.
In
October Kesha performing at the Trianon in Paris
2014, Kesha filed
a lawsuit against Gottwald. She she loves, and succeed in makaccused him of sexually, physi- ing the lawsuit as expensive as
cally, and emotionally abusing possible for her. As of February
her throughout their ten-year 2016, Kesha’s legal request to
professional relationship. The be released from her contract
most severe of her allegations was denied. Gottwald’s legal
is that Gottwald drugged and team challenged Kesha’s alleraped her. Her goal was to end gations, citing that she failed
her contract with Gottwald to come forward earlier about
and Sony, as she couldn’t work events that she claims hapfor someone who caused her so pened in 2005, and lack of spemuch emotional distress. Cit- cific evidence. Kesha’s rebuted in a New York Times article tal was that Gottwald wielded
from October 20, she said, “I his power over her and made

her afraid to speak out against
him, as he controlled her career and to some extent still
does. However, despite her
emotional and legal battles,
Kesha has been working hard
doing what she loves; she created 28 new songs this summer
for the Kemosabe label and
has
submitted a list of
other producers she would
work
with.
“We are excited to share
new
music
with Kesha’s
fans
soon,”
Sony said in
a
statement
to
Buzzfeed
News.
Kesha has
received
a
lot of support from her
fans and fellow
singers.
She’s become
a symbol of
female power
and an icon
in the fight
against
sexual
assault.
Thousands
of fan have
signed a petition to support Kesha by
releaseing her
from her contract. Taylor
Swift donated
$250,000 toward Kesha’s
legal
fees.
The hashtag
#FreeKesha
Courtesy of Flickr began trending on social
media in reference to Sony
refusing to terminate her contract. Sony fought back against
these allegations, saying they
would allow Kesha to work under a different producer than
Gottwald, but would not allow her to terminate her contract. As Kesha has recently
begun touring again, fans are
sensitive to and supportive of
her struggles; they chanted
“Free Kesha!” during a performance in Brooklyn in Sep-

Pequod senior editors call for
art and literature submissions
By Eliza Adams

Contributing Writer
It’s that time of year again:
The Pequod, Colby’s studentrun publication featuring creative work from artists and
writers, is accepting submissions for its fall edition. The
magazine has been an integral part of Colby’s Creative
Writing program since 1968.
Though faculty largely oversaw the submission and acceptance process in the past,
recently The Pequod has relied
primarily on students for its
organization and publication.
This year Editors-in-Chief
Simone Leung ’17 and Esther Mathieu ’17, along with
Managing Editor Jess Greenwald ’18, will be facilitating
the process.
Leung’s involvement with
The Pequod began after she
submitted several pieces she
wrote for a poetr y class freshman year. She says, “It was
the first time I had ever gotten published, so I was obviously really thrilled and sent
my family a copy.” Mathieu
has had extensive experience
with this type of work. “I was

really involved in my high
school’s literar y magazine, so
when I transferred to Colby
my sophomore year I immediately sought out The Pequod,”
she said. B oth Leung and Mathieu agree that The Pequod
provides a great platform for
students to hear their peers’
voices through creative work.
Leung notes that it “is just
an awesome way to bring together students’ work from
different classes and create a
really beautiful publication
that people can share and be
proud of.” Mathieu added, “I
think it’s important for people
to have a platform to share
their work, to make their
voices heard. I think it’s important that we are listening
to the other voices on campus through their writing and
their artwork.”
So what’s the best part of
the process for the editing
team? Leung said that the release party at the end of the
year is a highlight “because
it’s the first time ever yone
gets to see the publication
with their own eyes, so ever yone is usually really excited
about that,” (not to mention

there are desserts and coffee).
Mathieu notes that leading
The Pequod continues to make
her a stronger writer. She
adds, “It’s taught me a lot—
I’ve continued to learn about
managing a magazine, curating work, and about writing
and art themselves.”
The Pequod team encourages people with all levels of
writing/artistic backgrounds
to submit their pieces. If you
are interested in submitting to
this semester’s edition of The
Pequod, you can send any artwork, poetr y, or creative writing samples to pequod@colby.
edu by November 1. Ever yone
and anyone is encouraged to
submit all types of creative
writing. All work is reviewed
and chosen for publication
anonymously. Mathieu said,
“I hope that we can push The
Pequod to reach more people
this year, to include a wider
spread of voices, and to hopefully give people a platform
to share themselves and their
work.” The Pequod is an important Colby tradition that
promotes an appreciation for
the artistic and intellectual
talent on Colby’s campus.

tember, which she filmed with herself and for what’s right,
her phone, as noted by the New serving as an outstanding
role model for victims of sexYork Times.
Kesha is a creative singer ual assault who are afraid to
whose upbeat tunes encour- come forward.
Even though Kesha is workage embracing individuality
and being a strong, confident ing on new music, odds are that
we will all know
person. She
the words to evaccepted the
ery Kesha song
Visibility
at the concert
Award from
She is serithis
weekend
the
Human
from listening
Rights Camou s a b out h e r
to albums like
paign
in
c om m it m e nt t o
Animal
and
March 2016
Cannibal on refor her exs t a n d i n g up f or
peat when we
tensive work
h e r s e l f a n d f or
were younger.
standing up
w h at’s r i g ht ,
Get excited to
against
the
get out on Satbullying
of
s
e
r
v
i
n
g
a
s
a
n
urday
night
LGBT youth.
out s t a n d i n g ro l e
and support the
In her accepsparkling Kesha
tance speech,
m o d e l f or v i c t i m s
in her return
the
singer
of s e x u a l a s s au lt
to the music
thanked all
industry.
Let
of her fans
w
h
o
a
re
a
f
r
a
i
d
t
o
her know how
who
have
c om e f or w a rd .
much her fans
supported
love her and
her through
want to be there
her
strugfor her. She regle
against
cently began to
Gottwald,
advising them not to “let peo- write new music and perform
ple scare or shame you into concerts, so we will have a
changing the things about you chance to see her while she’s
that make you unique” (Dan- on her rise back to the animaliel Welsch, Huffington Post). print wearing, glitter throwing
Refusing to back down in her singer we all know and love.
lawsuit against Gottwald is in- Doors open at 7 P.M. at the Alcredibly brave. It is rumored fond Athletic Center and entry
that Sony offered to end her will not be allowed after 8:45
contract if she would drop the P.M, and entry is not allowed
allegations, but Kesha refused. without a wristband, available
She is serious about her com- for pickup in the Spa starting
mitment to standing up for on Thursday.

JOKAS’
SPECIALS
Henry’s hard orange soda
$1.99 4 pack
McCale’s hard cola
$1.99 4 pack
McCale’s hard root beer
$1.99 4 pack
We now have the largest selection of
domestic and imported beers in

Central Maine
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS!
Open Sun.-Wed. until 9 p.m.,
Thurs. until 10 p.m.,
Fri. & Sat. until Midnight

207-873-6228
Jokas Discount Beverages
52 Front Street
Waterville, ME

Forum
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Upcoming Events
Thursday, October 27
Great Hall Night
Foss Dining Hall / 5:00 P.M.

6
7
8

4
2 1 6
5

3
5 4
6

Thursday, October 27
Poverty and Human Rights
Miller Library / 6:30 P.M.
Thursday, October 27
Prentice Lecture: Leonardo Drew
Given Auditorium / 7:00 P.M.
Thursday, October 27
Improv Show
Given Auditorium / 10:00 P.M.

3
6

8

October 27, 2016

9 1 2 4

Friday, October 28
SPB Movie Night
Ostrove Auditorium / 8:00 P.M.
Saturday, October 29
Museum Workshop: Making Faces
Mirken Education Center / 10:00 A.M.
Saturday, October 29
Fall Concert: Kesha, featuring Grace
Alfond Athletic Center / 8:00 P.M.

www.websudoku.com

From the archives:

Attribution
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Football dominant in season’s first Men’s soccer falls against
home win over Continentals, 27-7 Amherst and Hamilton
By Will Levesque
Sports Editor

Courtesy 0f Bill Sodoma/Colby Athletics
The Mules dominated Hamilton both offensively and defensively this past weekend. Pictured here, Colby running back Jake Schwern ’19
breaks through the Continentals’ defense.

By Henry Holtzer
Staff Writer

It was an important weekend
for the Colby College football
team, as they faced the Hamilton College Continentals and
looked to get back on track after
a disappointing loss to Amherst
the weekend prior. Hamilton, on
the other hand, was coming off
a close victory against the Bowdoin Polar Bears and looked to
build on some of that momentum.
When all was said and done, however, it was the Mules who were
left ringing the Revere Bell, signifying to all of Mayflower Hill that
they had come out on top.
Colby set the tempo early
against their opponents, as cornerback Patrick Yale ’19 opened
the scoring with a defensive
touchdown in the first quarter.
Linebacker Jack Muntu-Caron ’17
set up the scoring play for Yale,
as he came off of a delayed rush
and strip sacked the Hamilton
quarterback. The blitzing Yale
was then easily able to pick up
the fumble and return it 34 yards
for the score. Yale was a problem
for the Continentals all afternoon, finishing the contest with
a fumble return for a touchdown,
an interception and return for 40
yards, four pass breakups, and

four tackles, a performance that nate their opponents. Taking the
earned him NESCAC Defensive opening kick of the second half,
Player of the Week.
they marched 59 yards down the
Following the defensive touch- field before the drive stalled and
down, Colby’s offense went to Baron kicked his second field
work, driving 64 yards over a pe- goal of the afternoon to take a
riod of just over five minutes to 20-7 lead.
set up a John Baron ’18 field goal
The final points of the game
from 22 yards out. After a quick came when Colby was able
defensive stop by the blue and to take advantage of a Hamgray defense, the
ilton
miscue.
Mules continued to
On
a
fourth
pour it on against
down, Hamilton
their opponents by
snapped the ball
driving 55 yards to
over their puntset up a Ryder Arer’s head and
senault ’17 touchColby took over
down catch. The
on the Continenbig play of the drive
tals 40-yard line.
came as quarterThe Mules made
back Jack O’Brien
use of the excel’20 connected with
lent field posiwide receiver Mark
tion, marching
Jabari Hurdle-Price quickly to a 19Snyder ’18 on a 31yard pass play to
touchdown
Class of 2017 yard
convert a third and
reception
by
ten, and keep the
Alex Kramer ’17.
drive alive. O’Brien
At this point,
had the best game of his young they were up 27-7. After the
career, finishing the contest 23- victory, Captain Jabari Hurdle32 for nearly 300 yards and two Price ’17 said, “This was a great
touchdowns. Hamilton was able win for our team today. All sides
to put a touchdown of their own of the ball looked good-offense,
on the scoreboard to go into the defense, special teams. We’re golocker room down 17-7.
ing to look to build on this next
The Mules came out in the sec- weekend as we open our CBB
ond half and continued to domi- schedule at Bates.”

“This was

a great win
for our team
today.”

W. Soccer deafeated three
times in final games of season
By Ben Freeland
Staff Writer

The women’s soccer team took
on Bowdoin and Hamilton in a late
season battle in an attempt to secure a spot in the upcoming NESCAC tournament. Alas, despite battling through two closely contested
games, the Mules ultimately fell to
Bowdoin 0-2 and Hamilton 0-1 in
the waning seconds of a game that
turned out to be the ending of the
team’s quest for a playoff berth.
At home against rival Bowdoin on
Wednesday, Colby’s stalwart defense
held Bowdoin scoreless for the first
half of play. The backline, including
starting defenders Emily Martin ’18,
Nora Mabie ’17, Emilie Klein ’17,
Lindsay Ayers ’20, and keeper Samantha Rizzo ’19, have performed
well in previous NESCAC games
agai, holding last year’s Division III
national champion and this year’s
top NESCAC team, Williams, to
only one goal in early September.
Only three minutes into the second half, however, Bowdoin’s Julia
Bottone broke the deadlock with a
low-left corner shot from 15 meters
out. However, Colby nearly tied the
game at 1-1 with only nine minutes

remaining in the game. Katherine Gillespie ’19 beat the Bowdoin
goalkeeper to a ball eight meters
out and drilled a shot towards goal,
only to be stopped at the last second by a Bowdoin player. Bowdoin
got ahead 2-0 on a goal by Julia
Patterson with only a few minutes
remaining in the game.
Going into its match against
Hamilton, the Mules knew it was a
must win game to grab a NESCAC
playoff berth. The game was hard
fought, with Hamilton putting 13
shots on net and Colby having some
attacking chances towards the end
of the match. Ultimately, however,
the Mules conceded a late goal after a flurry of shots and an eventual
rebound going to Amanda Becker
of Hamilton, who buried the shot
for a goal securing a Hamilton victory. Colby fell 6-8 overall and were
knocked out of tournament contention with the loss.
After her stellar performances
versus Bowdoin and Hamilton in
the last week, goalkeeper Samantha
Rizzo ’19 now holds an astounding lead over other NESCAC goalkeepers in terms of shots saved
throughout the year. With seven
saves against the Polar Bears and an

incredible 12 saves against the Continentals, Rizzo now has 93 saves
through nine league games, and has
a 19 save lead over the second in the
table, Trinity’s Julia Pitino.
Though Rizzo and the backline have
held opponents in check in a considerable number of games, her efforts were
not enough, with the Mules letting
in an average 1.23 goals per game. In
addition, it’s no secret what has kept
Colby from securing NESCAC wins
and ties: a lack of goals. Through confernece play, Colby has scored only
two goals, one of which turned out to
be the game winner against Wesleyan
earlier in the month.
Coming off the two tough losses, hopes were high for the Mules
in their final game of the season,
at home to Bates on Tuesday, October 25. First half goals from
both the Bobcats and the Mules
were then followed by resolute
defensive play in the second,
forcing the game to overtime.
Unfortunately for the Mules, a
goal from Bates’ Hannah Graves
in the 106th minute proved to
be the deciding factor, settling
the final score at 2-1, ending the
Mules season at a 1-9 NESCAC
record (6-9 overall).

Colby Men’s Soccer endured a
rough patch as they dropped two
key NESCAC games in as many
weekends. Despite the promise
shown in the team’s hard-fought
1-0 loss to Amherst on October
15, the Mules were unable to
carry on their momentum, falling 4-0 to Hamilton at home this
past weekend.
While most Colby students
were off campus to relax over
Fall Break, the team prepared to
face off in an away match versus defending national champions Amherst. The game opened
with a strong offensive showing by the Purple and White as
they fired repeated shots against
Mules’ keeper Avery Gibson
’20. Gibson, however, managed
to save or parry the relentless
Amherst attacks, which then
enabled Colby to take the offensive. Capitalizing on a counter-attack, Chandler Smith ’18
successfully beat an Amherst
defender and took a shot which
was then parried wide by an
opposing player. Only minutes
later, Brandon Fahlberg ’17 had
another chance, firing a shot
inches from the goal. Despite the
quality of their counter attacks,
the Mules were simply too hard
pressed by Amherst’s offensive
to create enough chances, with
Amherst outshooting the Mules
20-7. Amherst’s relentless offense paid off just before half
time, as Bryce Ciambella beat
two Colby defenders to score
with 3:30 left in the half.
After strong offensive play in
the first half, the Mules found
themselves in a more defensive
position in the second. Colby’s
defense had not fallen behind,
however, as the team worked
hard to ensure Amherst was unable to further their lead with
a series of brilliant defensive
plays. Following a strong save
from Gibson, Amherst launched

another shot, only for Smith to
make a quick-thinking goal line
clearance. With the Mules presenting an immovable defense,
and Amherst launching an unstoppable offense, the second
half wound down to a final score
of 1-0 in favor of the home side.
Despite enduring a loss
against Amherst, the Mules
hoped to carry their momentum into their final home game
against Hamilton on October
22. The Continentals opened
strong, with Matt Casadei heading a goal into the Mules’ net to
make it 1-0, his first of two for
the day. Colby were quick to regroup and mount an attack led
by Evan Dwyer ’18, who posted
three of Colby’s shots for the
day. While the attacks proved
unsuccessful, the Mules’ defense
still held strong against the
Continentals, holding the score
at 1-0 into halftime.
Faced with the exact same
situation as they had against
Amherst, hopes were high for
the Mules to put up yet another
defensive battle and at the very
least hold the scoreline at 1-0.
Despite the similar circumstances to their previous game,
the scoreline was anything but
the same. With Mules’ defender
Avery Heilbron ’18 sent off on
a second yellow for an illegal
tackle, the Continentals fired
three goals in during the second half for a final score of 4-0.
Mules back Andrew D’Anieri ’18
commented on the red card’s effect on the game, saying “being
down a man for most of the second half was difficult, especially
because we had to push forward
to go for the win.”
With the loss, the Mules fell
to 1-6-2 in the NESCAC (4-8-2
overall), finding themselves in
last place as they go into their final game against Bates. D’Anieri
and his team remain positive
however, as the Mules head into
a match he described as a “massive rivalry.”

Colby on Deck
Volleyball vs. Middlebury
Friday, Oct. 29

8:00 P.M.

Waterville, ME

Football at Bates
Saturday. Oct. 30

1:00 P.M.

Lewiston, ME

Volleyball vs. Hamilton
Satuday, Oct. 30

2:00 P.M.

Waterville, ME

Football at Tufts
Saturday, Nov. 5

1:00 P.M.

Medford, MA

The Echo reminds you to support Colby Athletics.
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Volleyball shows strong indivual
performances in Pennsylvania tourney

Courtesy of Bill Sodoma/Colby Athletics
Colby outside hitter Paige Hanssen ’19 was named to the all-tournment team for Swartemore College’s Garnet Classic this weekend, putting up 39 kills for the weekend. She has
been a dominant force both offensively and defensively for the Mules this season.

By Jacob Adner
Staff Writer

Playing eight games in eight
days would tire any athlete out.
However, the volleyball team
stayed strong through their grueling schedule, playing NESCAC
rivals Bowdoin and Tufts before playing Gordon, Scranton,
Catholic, DeSales, and Swarthmore. Valiant effort in each contest attests to the strong will of
the Mules.
The string of games began on
the road at Bowdoin on October
14. Bowdoin jumped out to a
lead by taking the first set 2513, but Colby played great defense and slowly climbed back
into the game. Despite losing
the second set, Colby sensed a
turning point after their third
set victory by a score of 25-23.
Bowdoin, however, gained a second wind and won the match in
the fourth set.
Colby moved on to prepare
for their doubleheader on Oc-

tober 15 against Tufts and Gordon. Some of Colby’s momentum from the end of their game
against Bowdoin
showed in their
first game against
Tufts. After dropping the first set
25-14, Colby rebounded with a
defining win in
the second set by
the mark of 25-23.
Tufts
countered
with a dominating
third set and then
finished the game
with a win in the
fourth set.
Colby did not
let their late game
woes perturb them
as they went on
to play their best
game of the weekend against
Gordon. After four tight sets,
the match was decided in favor
of the Mules. Colby set the tone
early by winning the first two
sets by a score of 25-23. Gordon

recovered by winning the third
set by a slim margin of three
points. The Mules did not let
that stop them as they won the
fourth set 25-23. Seniors Alexa
Busser ’17 and Karolina Serhan
’17 both displayed exemplary
talent and skill throughout the
weekend on their way to victory. The progress of the team
over the course of the weekend
showcased the fight and resilience this specific squad of
Mules has carried with them in
every matchup this season.
Colby took a break over the
week and prepared for back-toback doubleheaders this past
weekend. The team travelled to
Pennsylvania to take on a collection of non-conference opponents. Despite two close sets
to open the game, Colby could
not pull it together in the third
set losing to Scranton to start
their Saturday doubleheader.
Colby rallied to play one of
their tightest games of the year.
The Mules dropped the first of
the three sets 25-20. The ensuing two sets would be decided
by a margin of two points each
as Catholic took both by the
score of 26-24.
Stout defense by the Mules
boded well for their doubleheader on the next day. Colby
maintained their moxie in
their game against DeSales.
The first set was decided by
the same margin of two points
in a 26-24 set and the second
by a score of 25-20. Colby recovered in their third set, winning it 25-23, but dropped the
fourth set to lose the match.
Colby went on to drop their
first set against Swarthmore,
but then played the tightest set
of any of their games. Back and
forth play resulted in a 28-26
loss and eventually Swarthmore
overcame
the
persistent Mules
to win the match
in the third set.
Seven difficult
games tested the
drive of Colby’s
Women’s
Volleyball team. The
team is excited at
the opportunity
to bounce back
this week against
Maine Maritime,
whom they’ve previously beaten this
season, before finishing the season
against NESCAC
rivals Middlebury and Hamilton.
Bolstered by numerous strong
indivudal performances, surely
their determined play will pay off
as the Mules look to finish their
season strong.

Alexa Busser
’17 and Karolina Serhan ’17
displayed both
exemplary
talent and skill
throughout
the weekend.

Field hockey continues their
quest for spot in playoffs
By Louis DeVesto
Staff Writer

Colby Field Hockey played its
final home game of the season
against Hamilton this past Saturday, falling 4-1 to the Continentals. The Mules fell to 6-8
overall (2-7 NESCAC), while
the Continentals continued
their recent hot streak to move
to 10-4 overall (7-3 NESCAC).
Hamilton has now won five
games in a row and has defeated
Amherst, Williams, and Bow-

doin in that stretch. Despite its
league record, Colby is still in
the playoff race, dependent on
yesterday’s results against Bates
and the outcome of Conn. and
Wesleyan’s upcoming matches.
Whether or not the Mules
make the playoffs depends on
a series of tie-breakers further
complicated by the three-way tie.
Factoring into the tie-breakers
are the team’s individual records
against each other, the most conference wins, and each team’s
individual record against the

top four teams, among other elements. If none of the tiebreakers
can determine who gets the final
spot, then the eighth seed will be
chosen by a coin toss.
Before the game, Colby honored
the following five seniors, all
playing in the last home game
of their careers: Tori Brown ’16,
McKayla Blanch ’16, Caroline
Ferguson ’16, Hannah Hearn ’16
and Kaleigh Hoffman ’16. Despite the festivities, the Mules
struggled out of the gate, quickly
falling behind 1-0 on a Hamilton
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The Cheap Seats

Courtesy of Tomotaka Cho
Tomotaka Cho ’18 has proven an effective coxswain for Colby Men’s crew in recent
years, guiding the men’s eight boat to a seventh place finish at the Snake Regatta in
Worcester, MA two weekends ago.

By Will Levesque
Sports Editor

I n this week’s edition of The Cheap Seats, we sit
down with Colby Men’s Crew coxswain Tomotaka
Cho ’18 to discuss his favorite spot to row, teammates, and girl scout cookies.

Echo: You’re stuck on a desert island with one of
your teammates. Who do you bring and why?
TC:I think I’d bring Freddy Bower ’17. He’s a calm
person so if we were on a desert island he’d keep me
calm, know what to do, and get me off the island.
Echo: What do you think about when you’re alone
in the car?
TC: Speed limit. The next meal I’m gonna eat. I’ve
been pulled over, that’s why I’m very aware of the
speed limit.
Echo: Best river to row on?
TC: The Hume Center. Messalonskee Lake. It’s absolutely gorgeous. Right now you see the sun set, when
we get up for 5AMs you see the sunrise.
Echo: Which Taylor Swift song are you and why?
TC: “You Belong With Me.” I’m just thinking about
Taylor as I’m sitting on the bleachers. I’m picturing
myself there. I’m wearing sneakers. She’s cheer captain.Echo: Favorite girl scout cookie? Why?
TC: Thin mints. Chocolate and mint. Two best
things.
Echo: A penguin walks through the door wearing a
cowboy hat. What does he say and why is he here?
TC: He’s here because he has to go catch the seal
robber that’s taken all of his fish. Pistol Pete style
he’s going to bang them out.
Echo: Are you a hunter, or a gatherer?
TC: A gatherer.
Echo: Funniest teammate?
TC: Tim Harris ’17. He just always throws in these
random jokes that only a couple people laugh at, but
I find funny. You gotta get to know him to appreciate
his humor.
goal around eight minutes into
the first half. Benefitting from a
17-7 shot advantage in the first
half, the Continentals tacked on
another two goals. The end of the
first half left the Mules left staring
at a 3-0 deficit.
Hamilton kept a similar shot advantage in the second half (16 to
Colby’s 9), and the Continentals
scored another goal 18 minutes
into the second half to make it 4-0.
Colby’s response came just a couple minutes later when Meredith
Keenan ’18 scored unassisted after
Hamilton’s failure to clear the ball
left her with a shot from just inside

the circle. That goal came with just
5:39 to play, and the Mules gained
confidence despite their 4-1 deficit,
nearly scoring again on their very
next possession. Time expired without another Mule goal, however,
and the game ended at 4-1 in favor
of the Continentals.
Colby played its final regular
season game against NESCAC
rival Bates yesterday. The game
took place at Bates, and the result will factor into the Mules’
quest for a playoff berth. Up to
date results on Field Hockey’s
playoff campaign can be found
at gocolbymules.com.

